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**Bootstrap CDN**
The folks over at MaxCDN graciously provide CDN support for Bootstrap’s CSS and JavaScript. Just use these Bootstrap CDN links.

```html
<!-- Latest compiled and minified CSS -->
<link rel="stylesheet" href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.7/css/bootstrap.min.css" integrity="sha384-BVYiiSIFeK1dGmJRAkycuAHHRg320mUcw7on3RYdg4Va+PmSTsz/K68vbdEjh4u" crossorigin="anonymous">

<!-- Optional theme -->
<link rel="stylesheet" href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.7/css/bootstrap-theme.min.css" integrity="sha384-rHyONlRsVXV4nD0JtlnGaslCJwC7uwjdW9VrLvRYooPp2bWYgmgJQIXwL/Sp" crossorigin="anonymous">

<!-- Latest compiled and minified JavaScript -->
<script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.7/js/bootstrap.min.js" integrity="sha384-TcS5Iqib0D7qvyjSMfHjOMaLkfuWVzuxUPnCJA7l2mCwNIpG9mGCD8wGNIcePD7Txa" crossorigin="anonymous"></script>
```
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Rows must be placed within a .container (fixed-width) or .container-fluid (full-width) for proper alignment and padding.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
  <head>
    <title>Title!</title>
  </head>
  <body>
    <div class="container">
      <!-- YOUR CODE -->
    </div>
  </body>
</html>
Containers
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Use rows to create horizontal groups of columns.

```
<div class="row">
  <!-- COLUMNS HERE -->
</div>
```
Grid System

You can have 12 total columns
**Grid System**

You can have 12 total columns

```
.col-md-1  .col-md-1  .col-md-1  .col-md-1  .col-md-1  .col-md-1  .col-md-1  .col-md-1  .col-md-1  .col-md-1  .col-md-1  .col-md-1

.col-md-8

.col-md-4

.col-md-4

.col-md-4

.col-md-6
```
Grid System

If you have more than 12 rows, they wrap to the next line.
Grid System

Grid classes apply to devices with screen widths greater than or equal to the breakpoint sizes, and override grid classes targeted at smaller devices.
Grid System

col-xs-* extra small & mobile devices

col-sm-* small devices & tablets

col-md-* medium devices & laptops

col-lg-* extra large desktops
Grid System

Responsiveness!!
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